Can TAKE it and GIVE it

Here's the toughest thin-cover distance ball a golfer ever laid a club up against. As good as new after 18 holes. Keeps in round as long as you play it, and your putts will respond to your hitting.

And length: They don't come any longer than the THREE STAR. That ball's built for extra distance from the core out. Sell 'em satisfaction. Sell the THREE STAR U. S. ROYAL!

United States Rubber Company

444
U. S. ROYAL
A great ball for all-round play. Gives the average golfer all the distance he can possibly get with any ball. Remarkable for durability. 75 cents each (Blue Package).

U. S. FAIRWAY
The ball with a million friends, combining quality and economy. Largest-selling and longest-driving fifty-cent golf ball built.

U. S. NOBBY
Cannot be outdriven by any golf ball in its class. As nearly a golf ball that cannot be cut" as it is possible to make. "3 Good Golf Balls for $1."

U. S. Royal

Golf Balls
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